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ABSTRACT
When I began developing the video game concept for my thesis, I realized that I was one
of the kids that grew up in a society where video games took prevalence over historical artistry.
I, however, was unaware of the hidden secrets that resided in the art and how much they
contribute to the video games I enjoy playing today. This thesis aims to provide the younger
generations with an engaging and stimulating way to experience historical artistry, more
specifically the Italian Renaissance, without having to consult a history book. I aim to provide
enough detail on multiple aspects of the movement to bring it to life in the classroom via any
video game platform. Students need to develop an awareness of the benefits our digital culture
gained over the centuries from the Italian Renaissance; therefore, I aspire to provide present-day
children and teenagers with the ability to learn about the movement by doing one of the things
they love most: playing video games. Although the art is most intriguing in its natural form, one
must stay up to date with the changing times and provide the next generation with the artistic
knowledge on which they might rely in their future career.
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
ix

Considering this thesis is far from the traditional format, the information below defines
and explains the different sections and terms relating to a traditional Game Design Document to
provide an easier experience when reading:
GAME DESIGN DOCUMENT SECTIONS
Within the first section of a traditional Game Design Document (henceforth labeled
“GDD”), two key details will be provided: a razor statement and a focus paragraph. A razor
statement offers a summary of the game, what players will experience, and the overall mission
players must complete to successfully finish the game. Following the razor statement will be a
focus paragraph. This paragraph provides further detail on the game’s mission, how players will
experience the storyline, and the variety of missions players will embark on to complete the
game. The focus paragraph also describes the type of game players will experience in terms of
graphic design, genre, and overall tone.
GENERAL GAME DESIGN DOCUMENT LAYOUT
According to a traditional GDD, the Game World will follow the introduction. As the title
states, this section of the document goes into detail about the digital world in which players will
inhabit while completing the story. Beginning with a brief overview, this section of the document
will describe the different areas players can visit and the inhabitants with whom players will
interact.
Following the game world section will be the Character Menu, where the avatar selection
process and the different characters will be described. For this video game, some of the Italian
Renaissance artists will make appearances as NPCs (non-player characters) and help guide
players throughout the story.

x

After the character selection, the overall Story Arc will be presented. This section
resembles a story that encompasses all of the characters, missions, and other game world
interactions players will experience throughout the game. This section will also provide detail on
each mission type found during gameplay.
The final section of the traditional GDD will be a single or a set of Mission Level Scripts,
which describe selected missions in further detail. The scripts provides a step-by-step
walkthrough of how each level will run and the options players will have to use to successfully
complete it.
.
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INTRODUCTION
When we think of the Italian Renaissance, we think of three things depending on our age.
If we are of the older generations, Italy, paintings, and Leonardo da Vinci are probably among
the first things to come to mind; however, if we are of the younger age, boredom, lack of
relevance, and the term “ancient” occupy our thoughts as we stifle a yawn and pick up our cell
phones. Regardless of our age, we do not consider the contributions of the Italian Renaissance to
the creativity we experience and sometimes perform in our daily lives. The movement drastically
contributed to the American culture in religious, humanistic, and artistic aspects, all of which we
rarely consider the degree of impact the movement had on our culture. Without the Renaissance,
the art specifically within the American culture would not hold as much meaning.
Now, imagine yourself as a child or teenager who has spent most of your time on some
type of digital device, such as an Xbox, PC, or a cellphone. A variety of digital art and games
available to you provide realistic and engaging experiences to enjoy at your convenience. This
digital art form intrigues and stimulates the mind; it occupies the senses and possesses the ability
to provide endless hours of entertainment, just as it should.
Now imagine yourself in the classroom, more specifically, History class. When the time
comes to discuss historical art, the format is either not engaging enough, or simply does not
capture your attention like the digital art forms. What if I told you that the Italian Renaissance
helped create the foundation for certain video games, such as Assassin’s Creed? I bet that would
capture your attention.
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RAZOR STATEMENT AND FOCUS PARAGRAPH
RAZOR STATEMENT
The Hidden Secrets of Historical Artistry is an educational video game designed for
players to learn about the Italian Renaissance and the hidden secrets within the art. Players will
assume the role of either a customizable or automatically generated character to complete
various missions that will highlight the importance and aftereffects of the world’s artistic rebirth.
FOCUS PARAGRAPH
The game, The Hidden Secrets of Historical Artistry, is designed for players who are
looking for a more immersive experience regarding the Italian Renaissance. Dedicated to
younger audiences within the academic setting, this game concept aims to provide relatable
characters for students to utilize throughout the story as they embark on a journey through an
interactive game world and various missions modeled after the art created during the Italian
Renaissance. Players will engage in detailed conversations with various people including the
famous artists, Fra Angelico, Sandro Botticelli, Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and Raphael,
to learn about the general movement, the hidden secrets within their art, and how each painting
and artist affects present-day creativity. Throughout the game, players will utilize the
information learned throughout the storyline to help them progress toward the final mission:
Discover Michelangelo in his famous version of The Last Judgement. When players are not
completing missions, they will be able to explore various worlds, which will resemble those
found within each of the Renaissance paintings and a variety of present-day museums. Although
the game will conclude after the final mission, the objective is to encourage an indefinite sense
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of curiosity within players to continue learning and engaging in meaningful discussion about the
movement that changed our artistic history.
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THE GAME WORLD

Figure 1: Assassin’s Creed Map of Florence
Source: Assassin’s Creed Wiki 1
https://assassinscreed.fandom.com/wiki/Database:_Firenze_(Identity)

Within the digital version of the Italian Renaissance, players will experience a constantly
changing game world as they embark on their artistic journey. Beginning within the thirteenth
century, the game world will consist of flat, cartoon-like graphics and gradually shift to a more
realistic, 3D-graphic style once players enter the sixteenth century. This will serve as a hint to the
change in artistic style throughout the Italian Renaissance. Players will pick up on the Italian
language as it will appear in titles and conversations. The terms, although in Italian, will have
definitions in the language players choose prior to beginning the game.
When players complete a particular stage of the game world, they will have the
opportunity to remain in the area for an extended amount of time to explore, or they may choose
to advance to the next stage of graphic design, interactions, and missions. Each museum will
feature different missions, while some locations will only hold one mission.

4

PRIMARY LOCATIONS

Figure 2: Covento di San Marco in Florence, Italy
Source: The Geographical Cure
https://www.thegeographicalcure.com/post/guide-to-florence-s-san-marco-monastery

“MUSEO NAZIONALE DI SAN MARCO”
FLORENCE, ITALY
When players begin the game, they will be able to explore the Museo Nazionale di San
Marco, where much of Fra Angelico’s art is displayed. Built in the 1400s, players will be able to
explore the historical courtyards, wander through the different rooms, and approach the multiple
pieces of art that reside within the many halls of the museum (The Geographical Cure). Players
will have complete agency within the museum; however, once they are ready to begin the
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associated mission level, they will navigate to the room in which the art is located. Included
within this museum is Christ in Limbo by Fra Angelico.

6

Figure 3: The Vatican in Vatican City
Source: iDesignArch
https://www.idesignarch.com/inside-vatican-city-and-the-renaissance-architecture-of-the-holy-see/

“THE VATICAN (INC. SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST. PETER’S BASILICA)”
VATICAN CITY
Players will explore the Vatican in Vatican City. Players will be able to explore the halls,
the spiraling staircases, and the manicured courtyards as they navigate through the second
location within the game world. Built in 4th century AD, players will learn about its original
purpose: standing as a monumental indicator of St. Peter’s final resting place (History.com).
Additionally, players will be able to learn about the rest of its history, and any submittable
answers can be utilized as extra credit for assignments teachers might assign. Included in the
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Vatican are the following mission levels: St. Nicholas Working Miracles by Fra Angelico, and
School of Athens, The Freeing of St. Peter, and The Transfiguration by Raphael.
Players will additionally visit the Sistine Chapel, which will also stand as the final
location later in the game. Although the graphics will not be thoroughly developed when players
first visit the Chapel, the graphics will in fact shift to a realistic, 3-D style by players’ return to
suggest the end of the Italian Renaissance. Players will be able to play through the end credits as
they look around the Sistine Chapel as well as submit any assignments their teachers may have
assigned toward the end of the game. Although this is the final primary location, players will be
able to revisit the Chapel once they officially complete the storyline and replay the missions if
they so desire. Specifically included in the Sistine Chapel are the following missions: Trials of
Moses by Sandro Botticelli, and Creation and The Last Judgement by Michelangelo.
Players will also be able to discover and explore one of the largest churches, St. Peter’s
Basilica, where they will have the option to study the architecture and discover hidden facts
about the establishment (Oyster.com). Included in this specific area of the game world, the Pietà
will be the only included mission.
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Figure 4: The Uffizi Gallery in Florence, Italy
Source: Architectural Digest
https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/uffizi-gallery-indiana-university-digitizing-sculptures

“UFFIZI GALLERY”
FLORENCE, ITALY
Players will be able to explore the Uffizi Gallery, which holds some of the most famous
creations by the Renaissance artists. Aside from being able to approach the different artwork
within the various rooms, study their descriptions, and analyze their compositions, players will
be able to study the architecture and its historical, Florentine design. Players will learn various
information regarding the history of the design and will be able to discover the museum’s secret
passage, which can be completed for extra credit (CiaoFlorence). Although players will be able
to view many pieces of art, only the included mission level paintings will be able to be studied
further. Included in the Uffizi Gallery are the following mission levels: Madonna of the
Magnificat and Primavera by Sandro Botticelli and The Annunciation by Leonardo da Vinci.
9

Figure 5: The Louvre in Paris, France
Source: Louvre Museum Official Website
https://www.louvre.fr/en

“THE LOURVRE”
PARIS, FRANCE
The fifth location players will explore is the Louvre in Paris, France. They will be able
to study the transformation of the historical palace and explore its various architectural additions,
such as the glass pyramids and the extensive, glowing hallways. The game will also include
subtle hints of an extra credit assignment involving the remnants of the hidden moat of the
palace, which is stated to sit twenty-three feet below the surface (Travel+Leisure). Included in
the Louvre are the following mission levels: Virgin of the Rocks, Mona Lisa, and Virgin and
Child with St. Anne by Leonardo da Vinci.
10

Figure 6: Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan, Italy
Source: Cenacolovinciano
https://cenacolovinciano.org/en/story/saint-maria-delle-grazie/

“SANTA MARIA DELLE GRAZIE”
MILAN, ITALY
When players enter Santa Maria delle Grazie, they will be able to explore a more
unmodernized location version of the game’s primary locations. Players will be able to explore
the entire establishment and study the different aspects of its creation. In addition, players will be
able to discover its history and its initial purpose of being a burial location for the family of the
Duke Ludovico and the general resting place of his wife (Life in Italy). When they are ready,
players will navigate around Santa Maria delle Grazie to begin the various mission levels within
the church. For this specific location, The Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci is the only included
mission level.
11

Figure 7: Accademia Gallery in Florence, Italy
Source: Headout
https://www.headout.com/blog/accademia-gallery-florence/

“ACCADEMIA GALLERY”
FLORENCE, ITALY
When players enter the Accademia Gallery, they will be able to approach the different
paintings and sculptures scattered throughout the location. They will be able to also complete an
extra assignment, which will consist of a variety of musical instruments, including an upright
piano, to compose the hidden musical notes within The Last Supper (Softschools.com). Players
will be able to wander through many sculptures and, in this case, study their lack of completion;
however, included in the Accademia Gallery, players will find the mission level that revolves
around Michelangelo’s statue of David, which will be altered for respect for younger audiences.
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Figure 8: The National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
Source: Britannica
https://www.britannica.com/topic/National-Gallery-of-Art-museum-Washington-DC

“NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART”
WASHINGTON, D.C
Within the National Gallery of Art, players will be able to explore the museum, which
was built in 1937 (OhFact!). Additionally, players will be able to wander through the gardens
and study the different sculptures that dot the landscape (TrolleyTours). They will also be able to
learn about the gallery’s history as well as view the variety of art that hangs upon the gallery’s
walls. For extra credit, players will need to discover the underground passage that links two of
the buildings together (Kiddle). Within the National Gallery of Art, the only mission level
included will be Raphael’s painting of St. George and the Dragon.
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MISSION LOCATIONS
Fra Angelico

Figure 9: Christ in Limbo by Fra Angelico
Source: ArtWay
https://www.artway.eu/content.php?id=936
&lang=en&action=show

Figure 10: St. Nicholas Working Miracles
Source: Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Angelico__
The_Story_of_St_Nicholas_St_Nicholas_saves_the_s
hip,_1447-48.jpg
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MISSION LOCATIONS (CONT)
Sandro Botticelli

Figure 11: The Annunciation by Sandro
Botticelli
Source: Pinterest
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/25663487
8735917341/

Figure 12: Madonna of the Magnificat by
Sandro Botticelli
Source: Le Gallerie Degli Uffizi
https://www.uffizi.it/en/artworks/botticellimadonna-of-the-magnificat

Figure 13: Primavera by Sandro Botticelli
Source: ItalianRenaissance.org
http://www.italianrenaissance.org/a-closerlook-botticellis-primavera/
ianRenaissance.org

Figure 14: Trials of Moses by Sandro Botticelli
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_of_Moses
Wikipedia
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MISSION LOCATIONS (CONT)
Leonardo da Vinci

Figure 15: Virgin of the Rocks by
Leonardo da Vinci
Source: ItalianRenaissnance.org
https://www.italian-renaissanceart.com/Virgin-of-the-Rocks.html

Figure 16: The Last Supper by Leonardo
da Vinci
Source: SmartHistory
https://smarthistory.org/leonardo-lastsupper/

Figure 18: Virgin and Child with St. Anne
by Leonardo da Vinci
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Virgin_
and_Child_with_Saint_Anne_(Leonardo)

Figure 17: Mona Lisa by
Leonardo da Vinci
Source: WiKiArt
https://www.wikiart.org/en/leon
ardo-da-vinci/mona-lisa
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MISSION LOCATIONS (CONT)
Michelangelo

Figure 19: Sistine Chapel ceiling by Michelangelo
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sistine_Chapel_ceili
ng

Figure 20: Pietà by Michelangelo
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piet%C3%A0_(M
ichelangelo)

Figure 21: David by Michelangelo
Source: The New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/01/arts/design/
michaelangelo-david-3d-replica.html

Figure 22: The Creation of Adam by
Michelangelo
Source: ItalianRenaissance.org
http://www.italianrenaissance.org/michelangel
o-creation-of-adam/
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MISSION LOCATIONS (CONT)
Raphael

Figure 23: St. George and the Dragon by
Raphael
Source: National Gallery of Art
https://www.nga.gov/collection/artobject-page.28.html

Figure 24: School of Athens by Raphael
Source: Aleteia
https://aleteia.org/2017/05/24/whos-who-in-raphaelsschool-of-athens/

Figure 25: The Freeing of St. Peter by
Raphael
Source: RaphaelPaintings.org
https://www.raphaelpaintings.org/theliberation-of-st-peter-from-prison.jsp

Figure 26: Transfiguration by Raphael
Source: National Catholic Register
https://www.ncregister.com/blog/raphaels-greatestmasterpiece-the-transfiguration
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CHARACTER MENU
When players begin the game, they will be prompted to choose a character. It is
important to note that their choice is entirely in their favor and will have no effect on the game’s
progression, difficulty, or storyline. To highlight each player’s artistic talent, the game will allow
for total customization of their in-game avatar; however, players can also choose from a
generated list of random created avatars if they do not have a particular preference.
PLAYER AVATAR CUSTOMIZATION
If players opt for the customizable option, they will be presented with a variety of
screens that will assist them in the creation of their desired character. Players will have complete
agency to alter any detail of their prospective character selection, and all, customizable options
will be presented in a drop-down box.

Figure 27: Player Customization Menu
Source: Steam
https://store.steampowered.com/news/app/1004270/view/1597017252454349283
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Each step of the process is broken down into the four areas of the avatar’s
development: General Details, Facial Features, Personality, and Wardrobe. Players need only
complete each step once before they will be able to alter their avatar in a random order. The steps
are further explored below:
STEP I
I.

General Details
A. Name
1. First and last name
2. Nickname
B. Gender
1. Male
2. Female
3. Non-binary
C. Body Statistics
1. Height
2. Weight
3. Body shape (i.e. hourglass, slim)
D. Race and ethnicity (Colors will only represent realistic skin tones but can be
modified to obtain a particular shade.)
1. Specific foundation color
2. Undertones
E. Hair
20

1. Color
2. Style (i.e. braided, highlights)
3. Thickness
4. Length
STEP II
II.

Facial Features
A. Eyes
1. Color
2. Shape
3. Size
4. Angle
B. Markings
1. Birthmarks
2. Freckles
3. Moles
C. Makeup
1. Eyeshadow
2. Blush
3. Eyeliner
4. Mascara
5. Lipstick, gloss, or natural
STEP III
21

III.

Personality (Personality will show through the eyes and smile.)
A. Happy
B. Shy
C. Serious
D. Curious
E. Prideful
F. Excited
G. No emotion
STEP IV

IV.

Wardrobe
A. Shirt
B. Trousers
C. Shoes
D. Capes
E. Coats
F. Accessories
1. Glasses
2. Hats
3. Jewelry
NON-PLAYER CHARACTERS (NPCs)
In addition to the player’s character, the game will feature a variety of NPCs, most of

which players will interact without throughout the storyline. The NPCs will not be able to be
22

altered; however, each time players meet a significant character, such as the famous artists, they
will unlock more accessory options to choose from when customizing their character. The
following NPCs will be present throughout the game:

Figure 28: Portrait of Fra Angelico
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fra_Angelico

“He who wishes to paint Christ’s story, must live with Christ.”
– Fra Angelico (The Way of Beauty)
Born in in 1395 in Vicchio, Italy, Fra Angelico devoted his life to the Church and to his
art, which consisted of Frescos, within the historical city of Florence (The Art Story). He lived
during the Early Renaissance (13th – 14th-century) and created many of the movement’s earliest
and respected paintings, such as The Kiss of Judas and Christ in Limbo.
At a closer look at his portrait, one could accurately assume that Angelico was a man of
few words due to his rather reserved-looking demeanor; however, despite his social reservation,
Angelico accomplished many things throughout his life, such as taking part in the initiation of
the Italian Renaissance (The Art Story). His talent combined with his outlook on the idea of
23

humanism brought about an array of valuable and detailed artwork. The style of Angelico’s art
was primarily one dimensional, which might intrigue one’s mind as it resembles the beginning of
the shift in art style.
When players meet Angelico, they will notice he does not often speak but primarily relies
on facial expressions and gestures to do the speaking for him. His responses will not appear as
overly complex; however, if players are unable to determine his meaning, they can ask him to
elaborate at which point he will gladly do so.

Figure 29: Self portrait of Sandro Botticelli
Source: The Art Story
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/botticelli-sandro/life-and-legacy/#nav

“By throwing a sponge soaked with different colors at a wall one can make a spot
in which a beautiful landscape can be seen.”
– Sandro Botticelli (The Art Story)
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Sandro Botticelli was born around 1455 in Florence, Italy (The Art Story). He shared
many of his beautiful works of art, including Primavera and Trials of Moses, as listed above in
the Game World section. Botticelli primarily worked with Frescos like Angelico, and he
contributed to the progression of the Italian Renaissance by introducing a more 3D style of
canvas-based artwork. According to Peter Ustinov, he boldly compared Botticelli’s character to
that of someone working within fashion: “If Botticelli were alive today he’d be working for
Vogue.” In addition, as gathered from the quote cited above his portrait, Botticelli had an affinity
for colors and the hidden secrets within their random placements.
When players meet Sandro Botticelli, they will be greeted and continually entertained by
his expressive nature. He will offer players a contagious sense of excitement and curiosity for
learning about art, what makes each piece unique, and how a simple brush stroke can change the
meaning of the painting. Players will be amused by his character and what he has to offer the
overall gaming experience.

Figure 30: Portrait of Leonardo da Vinci
Source: LeonardoDaVinci.net
https://www.leonardodavinci.net/
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“The noblest pleasure is the joy of understanding.”
- Leonardo da Vinci (ibbaka)
Born in 1452 near Vinci, Italy, Leonardo da Vinci, has since stood as one of the most
iconic figures within the Italian Renaissance. Unlike his fellow artists, da Vinci did not limit his
talent and curiosity to one style of art but instead tried his hand at a variety of fields, such as art,
mechanics, and chemistry (LeonardoDaVinci.net). To many individuals, however, he is
remembered as the creator of some of the world’s most beloved paintings, such as Mona Lisa
and The Last Supper (LeonardoDaVinci.net).
When closely inspecting his artwork, one will notice the carefully placed brushstrokes on
the canvas, all of which help blend the painting together to create a sense of unity within the
work. Da Vinci was much of a perfectionist and frequently devoted his time to “perfecting” his
artwork; however, with the belief that perfectionism was unattainable, much of his work was left
unfinished by his time of death (Arlie Witlow).
When players meet Leonardo da Vinci, they will immediately notice his expansive
imagination and his obsessive attention to detail. He will serve as one of the most influential
characters within the game and help inspire players to think beyond any limitations and achieve
the once-considered unimaginable. He will also assist players in interpreting some of the art they
encounter and offer them alternative ways to think about the painting.
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Figure 31: Portrait of Michelangelo
Source: The National Gallery
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/artists/michelangelo

“If people knew how hard I had to work to get my mastery,
it would not seem so wonderful at all.”
– Michelangelo (BrainyQuote)
Born in 1475 in Caprese Michelangelo, Italy, Michelangelo followed in Leonardo da
Vinci’s artistic footsteps and continued pushing the humanistic idea forward with his art (The
National Gallery). Unlike the previous artists, Michelangelo’s primary focus involved sculpting.
Two of his most well-known creations, David and Pietà, are greatly admired and protected as
some of Renaissance’s prized creations. In addition, however, Michelangelo dabbled in painting,
one of his most famous paintings being The Last Judgement, which players will experience at the
end of the game.
From his quote cited above and his self-portrait, many can immediately interpret the
contradiction that resides in his words and in his eyes. He was a highly skilled artist, who did not
think much of his talents. He was not to brag about his work, nor was he one who seemed to
fully appreciate his artistic capabilities.
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When players meet Michelangelo, they will befriend someone who frequently criticizes
himself and worries about the outcome of a project. In addition, players will be able to discover
how he created his sculptures and have the opportunity to assist him. Michelangelo’s in-game
character will be complex; however, he will greatly contribute to the expansion of players’
knowledge of the Italian Renaissance and the complexity of the art.

Figure 32: Portrait of Raphael
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raphael

“Happy.”
– Raphael (MentalFloss)
Raphael, the final artist whom players will meet, serves as an interesting closing figure to
the Italian Renaissance. Born in 1483 in Urbino, Italy, Raphael primarily worked with paint and
bringing the humanistic idea further into style (The National Gallery). Some of Raphael’s most
famous paintings include St. George and the Dragon and School of Athens.
He seemed to be a young man of little words with hardly any quotes to have survived the
time since his death in 1520 (The National Gallery). Although he was a young artist, he was
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brilliant in what he created and frequently found himself in the company of powerful figures,
such as Pope Julius II, and even appointed as St. Peter’s architect (The National Gallery).
Although his predecessors initially come to mind at the mentioning of the Italian Renaissance,
Raphael arguably stands as the most versatile figure within the High Renaissance period of the
moment (The National Gallery).
When players meet Raphael toward the end of the game, they will notice his sense of
reservation when it comes to social gatherings. He will prefer to speak privately and engage in
meaningful conversations of few words regarding his art and the stories behind his different
works. Players will also notice his peaceful demeanor and might even consider him to be like a
Renaissance hippie. After all, the supposed final word of the famous artist as he lay passing was,
“Happy” (MentalFloss).
A NOTE ON ADDITIONAL CHARACTERS
In addition to the famous artists, players will be surrounded by the various classes that
existed during the Italian Renaissance. From royal rulers to peasants, players will find multiple
chances to interact with them and discover just how life used to be for those who were not under
the pressure of the artistic spotlight.
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THE STORY ARC

Figure 33: Assassin’s Creed game avatar, Ezio, in Florence, Italy
Source: imgur
https://imgur.com/a/pa48L

INTRODUCTORY MISSION LEVEL
PRESENT DAY
After players create their character, they will embark on their digital adventure through
the Italian Renaissance in the third-person perspective, as shown above. The graphic quality will
initially resemble the quality found in the Assassin’s Creed II video game, where the characters’
features, specifically, are seen as not being fully developed in terms of definition (YouTube).
The graphics, however, will evolve during the three stages of the game—Trecento, Quatrocento,
and Cinquecento—and become develop into a clear and highly realistic style.
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As stated in the first section, players will begin the game in the Convento di San Marco in
Florence, where they will be introduced to the art created by the game’s first artist, Fra Angelico.
Within this location, players will learn the game controls, which will be conveyed by a tour
guide. Players will also learn the game rules and objectives set by their teachers by utilizing a
notice board hanging by the entrance of the room. The in-game time, which will be displayed in
the top righthand corner of the screen, will represent the current time to allow for a larger change
when players step back into the Renaissance.
Players will gain full control to their avatar once they are fully loaded into the room, and
they will be able to explore, adjust their control preferences, such as brightness, controller
sensitivity, camera angle, and in-game volume levels, and inspect the surrounding paintings.
When players inspect the art, however, they will only learn of the artist and the approximate date
of the art’s creation.
Once they have mastered the controls and completed the mission, players will have the
option to continue exploring, or they can approach the notice board and accept the first, Italian
Renaissance-based mission of the game. For the simplicity of this document, the second option
will be pursued.
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Figure 34: Christ in Limbo by Fra Angelico
Source: ArtWay
https://www.artway.eu/content.php?id=936&lang=en&action=show

MISSION LEVEL I
When players accept the invitation to begin the game, they must navigate their avatar to
Angelico’s Christ in Limbo fresco, which is hanging on a wall blocked by a rope. Players will
need to select the “Observe” option to view the painting through a first-person perspective.
Small, glowing circles will appear on the painting to indicate important things for players to
notate. While the selection does not affect the storyline, once players have selected one of the
circles, a cut scene will begin playing: the avatar reaches toward the painting; however, upon
their touch, it is pulled into the painting and lands in a dark, stone hallway with the golden light
at the exit, which provides just enough light for players to faintly see their surroundings. As the
avatar begins walking through the darkness, the game will shift from the cut scene to the thirdperson perspective, and players will gain full control. As the light begins to reveal their
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surroundings, players will notice they will be standing beside Fra Angelico, who will introduce
himself and urge them to help him complete the mission.
Referring to the map in the corner of the game screen, players must follow a dimly lit
arrow pointing in the direction of the objective. As they progress through the tunnel, sounds of
demons surround them, and movement can hardly be seen manipulating the depth of the
shadows. Players will begin to hear desperate pleas for help as the light grows brighter, which
will eventually illuminate a group of individuals dressed in white and brightly colored robes.
When players reach the back of the group, they see an NPC laying on the ground with the
demon speaking in a threatening tone. Those dressed in white attempt to huddle around the fallen
NPC to help him to his feet but continue to be pushed back against the wall in fear of the demons
attacking them. Once players observe the situation, Angelico will urge them to interact with the
other characters and inquire about the reasoning behind the demon.
When asking one of the individuals about the demon, players will learn that they have
appeared in limbo. Looking back at the threatened NPC, players must select an option: 1) Aid the
Fallen Victim or 2) Observe. In this mission, both options are safe and will not change the course
of the mission; however, if players select option 1, they will receive morality points. For the
simplicity of this document, option 1 will be pursued.
Players will navigate to the NPC and help him up despite the demon turning to threaten
them. Once they reach the NPC, another cut scene will play and show the player and NPC
backing toward the wall. As the demon takes a few steps forward, it is pinned to the floor as the
door leading out of Hell bursts open, revealing Jesus in a glowing light in the doorway. The
demons, who have been carefully approaching from the surrounding shadows, will rush into a
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hole in the wall, leading further down into Hell. The group of individuals, however, will rejoice
and take Jesus’s hand as he helps them out of the Underworld’s holding cell. Once players regain
control of their character, Jesus will praise them and give them morality points for defending the
NPC, and players will be able to exit the fresco with him and Angelico through a blinding light.
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Figure 35: St. Nicholas Working Miracles
Source: Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Angelico_The_Story_of_St_Nicholas_St_Nicholas_saves_t
he_ship,_1447-48.jpg

MISSION LEVEL II
As the light dims, players will discover they have transported back to the present day and
stepped into the Vatican. Players will also notice other pieces of art created by Angelico set
around the room. The game will direct them to St. Nicholas Working Miracles, where they will
repeat the process as they did with Christ in Limbo and essentially step into the wooden tempera.
Taking place during an intense famine, players will help St. Nicholas in delivering extra
sacks of wheat and corn to those surrounding him (O’Reilly). Each delivery will offer players
morality points, which will be rewarded to them by St. Nicholas himself. It is important to note
that the original artwork includes themes, such as prostitution; however, these themes will not be
played in respect of the game’s younger audience.
During the mission level, players will note the flattened style of art, including the halo
and how it seemingly rests behind St. Nicholas’s head. Players will also learn about how St.
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Nicholas’s actions contributed to him becoming thought of as St. Nicholas during the holidays
(O’Reilly). Upon completing the mission, players will make their way to the ship to the
righthand side of the art and sail into another blinding light. When they exit, they will appear in
the Uffizi Gallery in preparation for Sandro Botticelli’s set of missions.
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Figure 36: The Annunciation by Sandro Botticelli
Source: Pinterest
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/256634878735917341/

MISSION LEVEL III
FREE ROAM SESSION
Botticelli’s wood tempera, The Annunciation, will serve as the featured artwork within
one of the game’s free roam sessions. Players will be able to enter the art as usual; however, the
objective of this style of mission is to explore the finer details not displayed at the front of the
artwork. In this case, the background must be explored and studied. Players will be able to
navigate through the art and venture across the rolling hills and walk beside the twisting river.
This type of mission will not have any time limits because it serves as more of an interpretive
mission rather than a textbook piece. When it comes to free roam missions, teachers can place
their objectives within the painting if there are certain elements they want their students to study.
Once players have completed their list of objectives, they will return to the front of the
painting, where Gabriel and Mary are conversing, and exit with the news of Mary discovering
she will be the mother of Christ. Players may engage in a celebration if they choose; however,
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exiting the painting without engaging will not affect the progression of the game. When players
step out of the art, they will return to the Uffizi Gallery.
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Figure 37: Madonna of the Magnificat by Sandro Botticelli
Source: Le Gallerie Degli Uffizi
https://www.uffizi.it/en/artworks/virgin-and-child-and-angels-madonna-of-the-magnificat

MISSION LEVEL IV
When players enter Madonna of the Magnificat, the characters will pull them into the
circle and ask for their help in composure of the Magnificat, which is a song of praise to God
(O’Reilly). To help with the composure, players will need to inspect different things around the
art. For example, as Baby Jesus sits on his mother’s lap, he will offer his pomegranate to players.
They will need to study the fruit and solve a riddle, which will help them determine its purpose
of being “the fruit of the dead,” as believed by the Greeks (O’Reilly). They will then study the
colors within the painting to determine their meaning. Botticelli implied meaning with the colors
he utilized within his art; therefore, blue represents the Heavenly skies, while red represents
blood as pertaining to life (O’Reilly). Only until players determine the correct answers will they
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successfully help Mary finish the Magnificat, earn their morality points, and be able to return to
the Uffizi Gallery.
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Figure 38: Primavera by Sandro Botticelli
Source: ItalianRenaissance.org
http://www.italianrenaissance.org/a-closer-look-botticellis-primavera/ ianRenaissance.org

MISSION LEVEL V
When players are greeted by the scene within Primavera, the three dancers pictured to
the left of the art will pull them into the middle of a dance to rejoice in the fact that spring has
arrived. To the right of the scene, players will witness Zephyrus transforming the nymph,
Chlrois, into the Spring Goddess, and to the left of the dancers, players will be introduced to the
god, Mercury, as he attempts to blow away the winter clouds (ItalianRenaissance.org).
To complete the mission, players must navigate to the Spring Goddess and assist her in
the delivery of spring. Players will help her create floral blooms and apple blossoms around the
scene. The more blooms created, and apples harvested, the more morality points players will
receive. Once players finish helping bring spring to the scene, they will be able to continue
dancing with the dancers, or they can step out of the painting and into the Uffizi Gallery to
continue to the game.
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Figure 39: Trials of Moses by Sandro Botticelli
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_of_Moses Wikipedia

MISSION LEVEL VI
Players are first introduced to the Sistine Chapel by way of Botticelli’s fresco, the Trials
of Moses. Within this art are multiple scenes, which players will travel through to complete the
story and the mission. Players will begin the level by locating Moses, who is represented in the
gold and green robes (O’Reilly).
Beginning on the righthand side of the painting, Moses murders an Egyptian slave
master, who harassed a Jewish individual, and moving upward, he is seen running away into the
distance toward Midian; however, when he returns, he is seen in the center of the painting
chasing a pair of shepherds away from a group of young women standing by the fountain
(O’Reilly). Moses is then seen in the upper left corner receiving word from God that he must
return to Egypt to be with his family (O’Reilly). Players will accompany Moses on his journey
throughout the painting to discover what his journey was like firsthand, and by helping him
protect the characters and return to his family, they will earn morality points.
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Figure 40: Virgin of the Rocks by Leonardo da Vinci
Source: ItalianRenaissanceArt.com
https://www.italian-renaissance-art.com/Virgin-of-the-Rocks.html

MISSION LEVEL VII: FREE ROAM SESSION
“Quatrocento” (High Renaissance; 15th century)

When players this mission level, they will be transported to the Louvre, where they will
be able to observe this painting. Leonardo da Vinci supposedly once said that the cave in the
background of Virgin of the Rocks resembles that of one that he explored one day, where he
recorded a variety of objects including a whale skeleton (The Cupola). Similar to the free roam
session for The Annunciation, players will explore the background of this particular oil painting
and notate their discoveries; however, they will travel alongside da Vinci as he discovers them.
During the journey, they will learn about his history, his aspirations, and his various interests, all
of which contributed to him becoming one of the hallmarks of the Italian Renaissance
(LeonardodaVinci.net). In addition, players will notice that the graphics will have changed
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dramatically and resemble a clearer and more realistic image. This free roam session will serve
as more of a leisure level instead of a mission or act as an extra credit assignment for students,
the objectives being to learn about da Vinci and help him find the skeleton of the whale. Once
they find the skeleton and mark it down in da Vinci’s notes, he will thank them for their help
with morality points, and they will be able to return to the Louvre in preparation for the
following missions.
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Figure 41: The Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci
Source: WikiArt
https://smarthistory.org/leonardo-last-supper/

MISSION LEVEL VIII
When players are ready to begin the next mission, they will be transported to Santa
Maria delle Grazie, where da Vinci’s The Last Supper resides. Jesus sits with his disciples while
describing that one of them will betray him. When players enter the plaster tempera, they will
help Jesus reveal the one who betrays him. Players will engage in individual conversation with
the group of disciples; however, when they reach Judas, they learn that he exchanged Jesus’s
whereabouts for thirty pieces of silver (Sermons and Biblical Studies). Players must then relay
their findings to Jesus without letting Judas see them. To deliver the information correctly,
players need to search for hidden music notes throughout the art, inspect the items on the table,
and determine the location of the infamous pomegranate (LiveScience). After composing the
hidden song, learning about each item on the table, and obtaining the pomegranate, players must
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navigate their avatar to Jesus and inform him of Judas’s actions. By doing so, he will reward
players with morality points, and they will be able to return to the church.
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Figure 42: Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci
Source: WikiArt
https://www.wikiart.org/en/leonardo-da-vinci/mona-lisa

MISSION IX
FREE ROAM EDITION
Upon returning to the Louvre, players will know the familiar face of the Mona Lisa.
Known as “La Gioconda,” who was the wife of Francesco del Giocondo, she is centered in the
painting with her soft smile, which symbolizes happiness, or “gioconda” in Italian, and the warm
glow from the surrounding colors (Britannica). When players enter the oil painting, they discover
she has gone missing and, to complete the mission, must find her to restore the happiness to
Italy. This painting will combine the free roam session style of gameplay with an official mission
level. Players must follow the winding road, which will lead to her hiding place. Once they find
her, they must lure her out and explain her value to Italy. Depending on the dialogue selections
players choose will determine the time length of the mission. The faster they can return Mona
Lisa to her seat in the portrait, the more morality points they will earn.
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Once they return to the face of the portrait, she will describe Leonardo da Vinci and how
she always thought his brushstrokes appeared “invisible” as well as how her smile was received
from the one who permanented her beauty on the canvas (O’Reilly). After settling her back into
her painting, she will gift players with a generous amount of morality points and send them back
to the Louvre.
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Figure 43: Virgin and Child with St. Anne by Leonardo da Vinci
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Virgin_and_Child_with_Saint_Anne

MISSION X
STRICT OBSERVATION
These particular missions will differ from previous mission types in the way that they
have a “Strict Observation” mission style. During this type of mission level, players must
observe the art from the larger picture and develop an analysis as well as discover hidden details
among the art. In regard to Virgin and child with St. Anne, some of the aspects, which players
will analyze, are how the figures are set in a pyramidal form, how Mary sitting in her mother’s
lap characterizes the her role, and how these aspects contribute to the painting as a whole.
Players will also have the option to include additional observations they made for extra credit,
such as discovering the meaning of the lamb in the bottom right corner. Once players analyze
and submit their analysis to their teacher, they are rewarded with a small amount of morality
points and permitted to return to the Louvre.
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Figure 44: Pietà by Michelangelo
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piet%C3%A0_(Michelangelo)

MISSION XI
STRICT OBSERVATION
While players transport to St. Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican, they will approach
Michelangelo’s Pietà and study the sculpture’s features. Utilizing their knowledge of the Strict
Observation mission style, they will be able to pick out finer details, including the sash
Michelangelo snuck in to carve (VaticanTips). The difference between this mission and the
previous one, however, is that players will help Michelangelo successfully carve his name into
the sash of the Pietà. Once players help him escape the church unseen, he will offer morality
points, and players will be transferred to the Accademia Gallery.
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Figure 45: David by Michelangelo
Source: The New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/01/arts/design/michaelangelo-david-3d-replica.html

MISSION LEVEL XII
STRICT OBSERVATION
As part three of the mission set, players will enter the Accademia Gallery and see only
half of Michelangelo’s famous sculpture of David. This mission will respect the younger
audiences and only reveal the top half portion of the statue. The most important secret players
will discover is how Michelangelo sculpted the massive portion of marble and kept it hidden
beneath the surface of the water, only revealing what he needed to sculpt to keep his masterpiece
from being seen by the public eye (Michelangelo). To help keep David a secret, players will help
Michelangelo in the sculpting by maintaining the water level at his desired level. Once they
complete the mission and depending on their success with maintaining the statue’s secret, they
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will be given a certain amount of morality points. Exiting the mission will transport players to
the National Gallery in Washington D.C..
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Figure 46: St. George and the Dragon by Raphael
Source: National Gallery of Art
https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-object-page.28.html

MISSION XIII
“Cinquecento” (Late Renaissance; 16th century)
When players enter the scene, they will witness a prince riding by on his noble steed
toward a growling dragon. In the distance, they will notice Raphael waving to them as he stands
beside a princess watching the fight. Once players navigate their avatars to Raphael, who will
introduce himself and describe how the dragon requires human sacrifices once a year and how
the princess would have been sacrificed if it had not been for St. George (O’Reilly).
Players will notice, however, that St. George and the dragon come to a standoff. Players
will need to volunteer to help him slay the dragon to protect the princess. Raphael will fetch a
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horse for players to utilize, and they will charge into battle to accompany St. George in defeating
the dragon. At the end of the mission, the princess will offer morality points, and players will
exit into the Vatican for the next mission.
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Figure 47: School of Athens by Raphael
Source: Aleteia
https://aleteia.org/2017/05/24/whos-who-in-raphaels-school-of-athens/

MISSION XIV
FREE ROAM EDITION
When players enter the School of Athens, they will venture through the painting. The
primary objective is to locate the Renaissance painters within the scene as well as discover clues
that will lead to a special appearance made by Plato. The philosophy behind this painting, more
specifically behind Plato’s pointing upward, is that Plato’s thought that the “changing world that
we see around us is just a shadow of a higher, truer reality that is eternal and unchanging (and
include things like goodness and beauty)” (Art History II). Players will find clues located around
the scene and will receive information regarding Plato’s appearance when interacting with the
Renaissance artists, who are hidden within the crowd. Upon the successful completion of the
mission, players will approach Plato, who will point upward, remind players of his philosophy,
and allow them to ascend out of the art.
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Figure 48: The Freeing of St. Peter by Raphael
Source: RaphaelPaintings.org
https://www.raphaelpaintings.org/the-liberation-of-st-peter-from-prison.jsp

MISSION XV
When players step into the fresco, the angel pictured above will step out of the shadows
and pull them behind a wall. Players will discover that the angel was sent to break St. Peter out
of his prison cell and lead him to his freedom. The only way the escape will be successful is if
players help the angel and avoid the sleeping guards. Players must utilize their stealth skills to
carefully maneuver their avatars through the guards and follow the angel into the prison, where
they will help break the chains imprisoning St. Peter.
The prison doors are loud, however, and with the guards awakening to the sound, the
escape will be more challenging. Players must carefully lead the angel and St. Peter to safety
without being noticed by the wandering guards. Players will need to utilize the different styles of
light within the painting to help lead them to the exit as each style will conceal them for a certain
amount of time and allow them to hide from any passing guards (O’Reilly). If they are caught,
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they will need to restart the mission. If players are successful, however, St. Peter and the angel
will reward them with double the amount of morality points and help them exit the mission.
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Figure 49: The Transfiguration by Raphael
Source: National Catholic Register
https://www.ncregister.com/blog/raphaels-greatest-masterpiece-the-transfiguration

MISSION XVI
When players arrive in the scene of The Transfiguration, they will notice a group of
people surrounding a young boy, who appears to be epileptic (O’Reilly). Players must gather
information concerning the child from the various people within the scene, which is how they
will discover those will conditions such as epilepsy were thought to be the result of the
individual being possessed by the devil (O’Reilly). Players will witness much judgement
surrounding the child, and if they speak directly to the him, he will appear frightened and ask
whether it is true he is possessed by the devil. Players must protect him from the judgement and
maneuver to the top of Mount Tabor to request the help of Jesus. Depending on the amount of
morality points players have will determine how quickly Jesus will arrive.
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Once he appears, players must band together with Jesus and the parents to help find the
child, who has run to a hiding place to escape the societal pressure. After gathering information
from the surrounding people, the answers players receive from them will point in the direction of
the boy’s hiding place. Once he is found, Jesus will call on his disciples and players to join him
in curing the boy, which will be accomplished by navigating to the top of Mount Tabor in the
center of the art and coming together in saying the follow lines: “If you truly have faith, you can
tell this mountain to move and it shall move, and nothing shall be impossible for you”
(O’Reilly). Once the crowd engages in the prayer and announce it as one, the boy will be cured
will offer players morality points for helping heal him. Jesus will then escort players out of the
art and direct them into the Sistine Chapel, where players will complete the final mission of the
game.
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Figure 50: Sistine Chapel ceiling by Michelangelo
Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sistine_Chapel_ceiling

FINAL MISSION (PT. 1)
Upon returning to present day, players will enter the Sistine Chapel and find themselves
surrounded by countless works by Michelangelo. Their mission is to find his representation
within the room of paintings. They will total have agency when it comes to exploring the room
and inspecting the paintings. Once they navigate to the back wall, they will be able to closely
inspect it and search for Michelangelo, who is represented as the face on the hanging skin held
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by St. Bartholomew near the center of the image (O’Reilly). Any inappropriate themes will be
concealed to provide a more appropriate gaming experience.
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Figure 51: The Creation of Adam by Michelangelo
Source: ItalianRenaissance.org
http://www.italianrenaissance.org/michelangelo-creation-of-adam/

FINAL MISSION (PT. 2)
Once players discover Michelangelo, he will become the fully fleshed version of
Michelangelo and congratulate players on the successful completion of their journey through the
Italian Renaissance. Players will then have the chance to review any notes they may have taken
throughout the story and submit their intent to complete the game. Following their submission,
Michelangelo will lead players to The Creation of Adam, where players will touch fingers with
God and return to the main screen.
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MISSION LEVEL SCRIPTS

Figure 52: Painting Collage of Virgin of the Rocks by Leonardo da Vinci, The Freeing of St. Peter by Raphael, and
Pietà by Michelangelo.
Source: Personally created with Lunapic.com

A Note on Mission and Overall Document Simplicity
To provide an easier reading experience, the mission level script will operate based on
the ideal paths of the mission level. Players will have options to choose from depending on the
type of mission; however, for simplicity reasons, the script will follow the recommended
pathway and address the available options.
In addition, for an easier gameplay, all characters will speak in English, unless the
game’s language settings are changed to play in another language.
Characters
• Player Avatar: A customizable character operated by the player within the game
• Leonardo da Vinci: One of the Italian Renaissance’s famous artists
• Michelangelo: Another famous Italian Renaissance artist, primarily skilled in sculpting
• Angel: the angel who helps rescue St. Peter
• NPC Guards: The people that guard the Pietà and St. Peter from the player
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Terminology
• Waypoint: A highlighted route in which players must follow to reach the Point of Interest (not
applicable to all missions)
• Point of Interest: The desired location players must reach to complete the mission or the task
(not applicable to all missions)
• Game Text: Text that aids players in the progression of the mission
• Game Map: A small display to help players navigate the game world
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VIRGIN OF THE ROCKS
___________________
EXT. SHORELINE - VIRGIN OF THE ROCKS PAINTING - EVENING
The player's avatar enters the painting. A Point of Interest
is placed by the game as well as a waypoint to the
predetermined location. Players maneuver their character
toward the Point of Interest, where they find LEONARDO DA
VINCI (30s) observing a small rock on the shore.
LEONARDO
Ah, good evening! Tell me. What do you
think of this rock?
Players will select the rock and inspect its features.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Fascinating, is it not? The edges, the
grains of sediment compressed into
such a confined space...
(looks at player)
I must continue my exploration. Would
you care to join me?
Players will have two options available: "Yes" or "No". For
this script, "Yes" will be selected.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Excellent! Come, young artist, and let
us see what we can discover.
Players will follow Leonardo da Vinci along the shoreline.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Tell me, young artist, what is your
preference regarding artistic
adventure and discovery?
To encourage active participation, players will be presented
with a selection of options on the lefthand side of the
screen. They will be able to choose from: 1) The way in which
a picture is painted 2) The painting's story 3) Hidden
messages 4) The history. Leonardo's answer will be affected.
For the simplicity of this script, option three will be
selected.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Ah, the hidden messages within a
painting can certainly alter the way
in which it is interpreted.
Created using Celtx

2.
Players follow Leonardo as they approach the opening to a
cave.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Hidden messages sometimes do not
require a word or a phrase but the
willingness to travel deeper into the
landscape. Come! Let us descend!
Players will have two options: "Follow Leonardo" or "Ignore".
If players select option two, they will not be able to move
forward in the game. Leonardo will remind them of his message
until they selected option one and follow him. Option one
will be followed.
INT. THE CAVE - VIRGIN OF THE ROCKS PAINTING - CONTINUOUS
Players follow Leonardo into the mouth of the cave. Depending
on their speed, Leonardo will keep pace, even if players
decide to stop moving.
The walls tower over them and seem to disappear into a
cluster of shadows on one side. The ocean stretches before
them and meets the horizon, where it blends into the
darkening skyline.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Ah! Observe, young artist, the beauty
of the unknown!
Before them lies a massive whale skeleton, stretching across
the area of the cave. Leonardo quickly pulls out his notebook
and scribbles many notes as well as a highly detailed sketch
of the skeleton.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
The beauty in such a sad fate.
(turns to player)
Young artist, tell me. What is your
interpretation of such a discovery?
Players will be presented with a text box that players must
utilize to enter their interpretation. This type of question
will be sent to the teacher. The answer will not affect
Leonardo's answer.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Such a wise interpretation! I could
not have done better myself. Explain
to me your thoughts, if you will.
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Players will notice a list of discussion questions appear on
the lefthand side of the screen provided by their teacher.
Players must refer to these questions to answer Leonardo,
which will be completed via another text box entry. Their
answer will not affect Leonardo's answer.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
You certainly know your way around the
art of art, my friend. How about going
around the cave and seeing what else
you find?
Players will be prompted by game text to explore the cave.
Different items or areas will appear as highlighted on the
game map, all of which players will need to approach and
interpret.
The selections for this particular type of mission will
consist of how colors affect the tone of a painting and how
landscape affects a painting's story or message. The response
will not affect the gameplay since it is sent to the teacher.
Once players have interpreted all areas/items, they will
return to Leonardo.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
I trust your exploration benefitted
you?
Players will be presented with two options: "Yes" or "No".
Option one will be followed.
LEONARDO (CONT'D)
Ah, meraviglioso! I am thrilled about
your discoveries! Although longed for,
our wonderful adventures must come to
an end, but only to prepare us for the
next one. Congratulations on your
discoveries, young artist! Until we
meet again.
Leonardo will grant players a set of morality points. Upon
receiving the points, players will be prompted to exit the
mission.
FADE OUT
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THE FREEING OF ST. PETER
________________________
INT. THE PRISON - THE FREEING OF ST. PETER - NIGHT
Players enter the painting and step into a dark, stone prison
hall. Shadows curl around every corner and cast themselves
upon the walls. A number of SLEEPING GUARDS lay sleeping
nearby on the steps and against the walls. A cell sits
centered in the room.
Players maneuver down the hallway, but as they approach the
cell, a GLOWING ANGEL grabs their arm and pulls them behind a
wall out of sight.
ANGEL
Take caution, young artist! You could
have risked being seen by the guards!
The angel peers around the wall and monitors the sleeping
guards.
ANGEL (CONT'D)
The guards are established at every
corner and stone within this prison.
Why? Because of their prisoner, St.
Peter, who I am attempting to rescue.
The angel looks around the corner again and back to the
player.
ANGEL (CONT'D)
Say, perhaps you can assist me in my
mission. It is the freeing of St.
Peter we must accomplish; however, I
am unsure if I am able to complete it
without your help. Are you willing?
Players will be presented with two options: Yes or No. For
the simplicity of this script, option one will be followed.
Note: Option two would result in players being redirected to
the museum.
ANGEL (CONT'D)
Bless you, young artist.
(surveys the prison)
Come. Stay close.
Players will follow the angel toward the guards. Players must
be as stealthy as possible to avoid waking the guards, or
players will need to restart the mission.
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ANGEL (CONT'D)
(whispers to player)
Thank my Lord they are still asleep.
My previous attempt to rescue St.
Peter was a failure.
Players will gain full agency. They may explore the prison;
however, the more they explore the more they will risk being
discovered by the guards. In addition, however, they will
need to not follow the angel for the best results.
ANGEL (CONT'D)
(shakes head panicking)
Young artist!
(whispers)
Proceed with me this way! I have
already ventured in your direction.
Players must choose one of two options: Continue or Return to
the Angel. Option one will be followed for the simplicity of
this document.
Players will continue down their path, which leads around the
cell and into a shadowy corner. They must wait here in
preparation for the following actions.
ANGEL (CONT'D)
(whispers)
Ah, I understand your method! Very
well. I must warn you, however, that
the doors might cause some trouble. Be
prepared.
The Angel approaches the cell door and attempts to pry it
open; however, a guard hears the LOUD CLANG of the metal and
rushes to his fellow guard.
GUARD 1
Comrade, awaken! Our prison has been
invaded! The Angel! Awaken! We cannot
let them escape!
The guards quickly awaken and rush the Angel, whom they
resist and pull to the side.
ANGEL (CONT'D)
Young artist, your time is now to free
St. Peter! Please hurry and watch your
step!
Players must maneuver the shadows and rush over to the cell.
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With the guards being distracted by the Angel, players will
only have a small window of opportunity to free St. Peter,
rescue the angel, and escape the prison, which for the player
will be the exit of the painting.
Players will enter the cell and approach ST. PETER.
ST. PETER
(quietly)
Thank Heavens! You have found me!
Please help me escape this prison
cell!
Players must choose from two options: Rescue or Ignore, which
will cause them to fail the mission. Option one will be
followed.
ST. PETER (CONT'D)
(quietly)
Thank you, young artist! You will be
greatly rewarded.
Players must carefully lead St. Peter out of the prison cell,
which the Angel will notice and attempt to distract the
guards. A few of the guards will see the Angel's realization
and turn toward players; however, players will need to act
quickly and pull St. Peter into the shadows.
Once the guards turn around toward the Angel, players will
have to escape without being seen. Once they quietly maneuver
around the Angel and around the corner out of sight, this
will prompt the Angel to flee. The guards will return to the
cell and begin to panic.
To escape the mission and successfully complete the level,
players will need to reach the exit of the painting and step
through with St. Peter and the Angel beside them.
INT. THE VATICAN - VATICAN CITY - NIGHT
Once on the other side within the Vatican, players will
realize St. Peter and the Angel will not have followed them;
however, if they turn around, players will see the Angel
transform into a representation of their character while the
original Angel stands to the side.
Players will be awarded morality points and will be able to
exit the mission level successfully.
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_____
PIETÀ
INT. ST. PETER'S BASILICA - VATICAN CITY - NIGHT
Players enter the Basilica in the dead of night. A figure
scurries past them in the darkness; only the sound of shoes
quickly scuffing against the ground echoes against the marble
hall, which towers over players' heads.
Players must navigate to the Pietà statue; however, they are
free to roam around St. Peter's Basilica until they are ready
to begin the mission.
At the statue, players will be able to inspect the statue and
study its features. Note: Michelangelo's name will not be
carved into Mary's sash as of yet. Players can inspect the
statue from many angles, notating their observations and
interpretations to any questions their teacher has assigned.
From the nearby shadows, the footsteps appear again. Players
will be presented with two options: Inspect the Noise or
Ignore. Note: If players choose to ignore the noise, it will
sound until they do. The mission will not progress if the
sound is not inspected.
For the simplicity of this script, option one will be
followed. MICHELANGELO (late 20s) jumps out of the shadows in
fright.
MICHELANGELO
WHAA! Shh.. shh!
(panicked whisper)
Who are you?!
(softens)
A young artist, you say?
He corrects his posture and shakes players' hands.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
It is a pleasure to make your
acquaintance. My name is...
(slightly dramatic)
...Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti
Simoni, a bit of a mouthful of which I
am aware; however, you may simply call
me Michelangelo.
Players will be able to look around the room; however, they
will not be able to move just yet.
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MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Oh, how irresponsible of me. Welcome
you to St. Peter's Basilica, the
landmark of St. Peter's resting place.
(sighs)
Pity how such a leader met such a
demise... But such is life, a pitiful
demise.
Players will be presented with two options: Agree or
Disagree. Note: If option two is selected, it will not
strongly affect the path of the game; however, some of the
dialogue will be edited to accommodate the response. For the
simplicity of this script, option one will be followed:
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
(curiously)
False, you say? To what or whom do you
owe the credit of thinking it is not?
Players must lead Michelangelo over to the Pietà, at which
point, he will be prompted:
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Ahh, my dear Pietà. Many thanks to
your kindness, young artist. I am more
relieved to see that you know whose
work of art this is. I am pained by
the knowledge of others assuming this
belongs to my competitor.
(looks at sculpture)
If only others could make my
association with my sweet Pietà!
Michelangelo will take some time to study his sculpture, at
which point players will regain agency and have the ability
to explore the rest of the Basilica. During their
exploration, Michelangelo will make little sighs and sounds
to imply deep thinking to remind players of the mission.
After players have reached a particular distance,
Michelangelo will come running up to them.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Young artist! A word! A thought! I
splendid idea, one which has risen
from the depths of my imagination, all
in thanks for your optimism! Young
artist, if you will provide your
assistance, I must make a last-minute
addition to my Pietà. (MORE)
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(MORE) Can I count on you to help me
carve my name into Mary's marble sash?
Players will be presented with two options: Accept or
Decline. If players choose option two, they will have more
time to explore the Basilica; however, they must return to
Michelangelo if they want to complete the mission. To
proceed, option one will be followed:
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Fantastico! Grazie!
Players must follow Michelangelo back to the Pietà, where he
will hand them the necessary tools.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
If you could hold these for the
moment, allow me to climb up to the
statue.
Michelangelo carefully climbs up to the statue and balances
himself on the ledge, reaching a hand down to players, which
players must accept to continue the mission. Once players are
settled beside him and secure, they will hand him various
tools based on his request.
Michelangelo chips away at the marble.
BEGIN MICHELANGELO'S PROCESS MONTAGE
-- He measures for his name.
-- He chips away at the marble.
-- He blows away the dust.
-- He inspects his progress; he is halfway through.
END MONTAGE
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Bene! Bene! I love
In the distance, the sound of voices and padding shoes echo
against the marble. Michelangelo and players halt their
carving.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
No, no! Not yet!
Michelangelo tries to carve faster.
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MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
(to player, whispered)
My competition has arrived to claim
his imaginary right to my art. Here.
Michelangelo hands players one of his tools and points to the
sash.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Please help me finish the signature!
Players must accept the tool and follow the pattern that is
highlighted on the sash with their controller. Note: The more
accurate they carve, the slower the NPCs (various ages) will
come. If players do not carve accurately, Michelangelo will
remind them of his desired percision.
Once players finish the signature, Michelangelo will leap off
the statue.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Come, young artist! We must hide!
Players must follow Michelangelo into hiding. Note: If they
hesitate or attempt to explore, the NPCs will spot them and
players will have to restart from when they started carving.
For the simplicity of this script, players will follow him.
Players must follow Michelangelo behind the different walls
that are set within the room. Players must navigate behind
them and help Michelangelo make it to the exit by leading the
NPCs around one of the corners. Note: Players will have to
lead the NPCs around four corners before they can exit.
Once players distract the NPCs enough, they will alert
Michelangelo.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
Young artist! I have to make an
altercation to the sash. Distract them
for just a few more minutes!
Players must distract the NPCs a few more times before
Michelangelo meets back up with them and approach the doors
of the Basilica.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
(heading out, whispers)
We are almost there! Stay close, young
artist.
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As players and Michelangelo reach the doors, the NPCs round
the corner and spot them.
NPC
Wait!
Players must escort Michelangelo out of the Basilica as
quickly as possible as the NPCs rush toward them.
NPC
Halt!
Players must help Michelangelo close the heavy doors to block
the NPCs in and find a place to hide. Once secure,
Michelangelo will turn to them.
MICHELANGELO (CONT'D)
I believe we have reached safety.
Thank you, young artist, for your help
and your talent! The true artist of
the Pietà would be lost without your
help. To repay you, please accept
these morality points. You have
educated generations for years to
come!
Once players accept the points, they will automatically exit
the mission.
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